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For all display or commercial 
advertising enquiries please contact 
Neil Wilson: 07512 773532
neil.wilson@laa.uk.com

You can email your classified
advertisement direct to the LAA
at the following address:
sheila.hadden@laa.uk.com

Deadline for booking and copy:
19 June 2018
if you would like to place an aircraft for sale advert 
please see details below:

MEMBERS’ 
AdVeRTiseMeNTs
Up to 30 words: £6; 31-50 words: £12
Up to 50 words with a coloured photo: £45

NON-MEMBERS’
AdVeRTiseMeNTs
Up to 30 words: £22; 31-50 words: £44
Up to 50 words with a coloured photo: £60

www.laa.uk.com

Classifieds june
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EV97A Eurostar. G-JeeP. Homebuilt 
microlight (2002) converted to UK PPL/ 
NPPL “sseA”. MAUW 480kg (30kg more 
than microlight). Can be converted back to 
microlight. Three-blade prop, spats, electric 
horizon, turn/slip and compass. Garmin. 
Parking brake, sun shade, headsets. 
Some spares. SB’s/AD’s done. I’ve owned 
it for 12 years. 968hrs total. Maintained by 
Airmasters. Based Compton Abbas. Minimal 
costs. Permit to end of June. £36,950. 
Tel: Phill on 01202 067951(h) or 07941 
308177(m) email: mail@pbrigstock.co.uk

Spitfire MK 26. Probably the best example 
in the UK. 80% scale replica, Jabiru 8 
Cylinder engine, tandem seats, 30 hours 
and new permit. fake cannons and 
underwing radiators. Approved vintage RAf 
markings and colour scheme. Aircraft based 
in Enstone, Oxfordshire. £120,000. Contact: 
Paul fowler 01608 678204 or 
skipper@enstoneflyingclub.co.uk

Europa Classic, excellent condition. With 
skyMap GPs, edM700 engine monitoring 
system, fuel monitoring computer, autopilot, 
smartAss airspeed warning system and 
EPIRB. Low hours Rotax 80HP recently 
fitted in exchange of previous Subaru unit. 
VP Prop. £28,995 including trailer. for further 
info, photos or to arrange viewing/flight test 
contact chrisdeith@hotmail.com 
or text 07876 686569.

LAA engineering advice to buyers:
AIRCRAFT APPROVED? Members and readers
should note that the inclusion of all advertisements in
the commercial or classified sections of this 
magazine does not necessarily mean that the 
product or service is approved by the LAA. in 
particular, aircraft types, or examples of types 
advertised, may not, for a variety of reasons, be of a 
type or standard that is eligible for the issue of a LAA 
Permit to fly. You should not assume that an aircraft 
type not currently on the LAA accepted type list will 
eventually be accepted.

IMPORTED AIRCRAFT? due to unfavourable
experiences, the purchase and import of completed
homebuilt aircraft from abroad is especially
discouraged.

TIME TO BUILD? When evaluating kits/designs,
it should borne in mind that technical details,
performance figures and handling characteristics are
often quoted for a factory-produced aircraft flying
under ideal conditions. it is wise, therefore, to seek
the opinion of existing builders and owners of the
type. You should also take your own skill and
circumstances into consideration when calculating
build times. The manufacturer’s build time should be
taken as a guide only.

AMATEUR BUILDING All LAA aircraft builders
and potential builders are reminded that in order to
qualify for a LAA Permit to fly, homebuilt aircraft 
must be genuinely amateur built. for these purposes 
the CAA provide a definition of amateur built in their
publication CAP 659, available from LAA. An extract
from CAP 659 reads “The building and operation 
of the aircraft will be solely for the education and 
recreation of the amateur builder. This means that 
he would not be permitted to commission someone 
else to build his aircraft”. An aircraft built outside the 
CAA’s definition could result in an expensive garden 
ornament.

Rollason Condor 1967. O-200 Continental 
engine. Recent new starter, McCauley Prop. 
engine / Airframe 183 hrs since overhaul 
and rebuild. Permit to feb 2019. Cleared for 
Mogas. Hanger covers. Always hangered, 
Clean and tidy aircraft. £12,000 No offers. 
Tel 07753 348851 or 01749 345764.

J3-C85, 1946. 2400 TT, 880 since top o/h, 
Permit to April 19. Aux wing tank. 1980’s 
radio and GPs with solar panel in the 
ceiling, plus a mains trickle charger. four-
point harnesses. Good condition. interesting 
patina. Lovely to fly. PE14. £23,000. Daniel 
scott 07747 628 481

Aeronca 11AC Chief. Airframe 308 hours 
since total rebuild. One owner always 
hangared. A65 engine 315 hours since 
top overhaul, 83 hours since new slick 
mags fitted. Based in Wiltshire. Permit till 
september 2018. £13,500 ono. Tel: 07590 
496627 Email: figment161@gmail.com 

aircraft for sale

PA18-150 Super Cub N45552. Very nice. 
18-8563. Recovered in 2005. Af 3660 
TTsN, 500 sMOH. O-320-A2B, 2294 TTsN, 
500 sMOH. New interior, good avionics. Tow 
Hook. New annual. Based northern france 
LfOV. €70,000. 07710 352289

Avid Speedwing for sale. G-NANO. Built 
in 2012. easy folding wings for storage or 
transport. Only 15 hours from new. Rotax 
582 and ground adjustable prop. Permit to 
Jan 2019. £9950. Comprehensive spares 
package available separately (or if you need 
any avid spares, please also get in touch). 
07801 639 489

aircraft parts

Jabiru 2200 85hp. 247 hours. including 
ancillaries, new  oil cooler and service 
spares. Price £3750. Jabiru engine mount. 
£100. Hercules propeller, new, for ‘Flitzer’ 
biplane. £750. Contact Will 07847 382 944 
or email: wholden253@msn.com
Set of four Lycoming O-320 narrow deck 
cylinders needing overhaul (no cracks). 
Buyer collects. £1000. 
Call Nick 0787 231 8765
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SERVICES & MORE

COVERS

Email us at  sales@vertigocovers.co.uk

Visit our new website at
 vertigocovers.co.uk

Or call us on  01489 588 342

TREAT YOUR AIRCRAFT TO A NEW COVER

www.LAA.uk.com

For all members 
classifi ed advertising 

enquiries 
contact Sheila

sheila.hadden@laa.uk.com 

FLYING ACADEMY

WANTED
Flying Instructor to complete my training. 
I have 20 hours, 550m airstrip near Selsey 
and possible use of an Auster. Open to any 
solution to get me fl ying as I have been on it 
for six years and am determined to complete 
this year! Call 07768 915100 or email 
teilo@teilo.com

GROUP AIRCRAFT

AA5 Group Gamston. Only 1/6 shares so 
great availability in four seat tourer. A/F 2100 
hours. Lycoming O-320 150hp with only 300 
hours since TBO. Now for the fi rst time, non-
equity shares £50 p/h and £120 p/month. 
25 hours up front = £1250 to fl y off over 12 
months. Details: www.gbcpn.co.uk
 Tel: 07976 802 107

Hangarage in Oxfordshire. Space available 
in a modern hangar at North Moreton near 
Wallingford on an 800 metre grass strip 
with excellent approaches. Avgas available 
on site. Please contact Peter Vacher at 
pvacher@aol.com

Aero-PAC Aircraft Tug. Tow up to 1200 Kg. 
Used Once. 950 pounds. Email Robin at 
robingreatrex@live.com

MISCELLANEOUS

Flying Holidays. France, Loire, Montrichard 
airfi eld. Hangarage for two aircraft, four-
person gite and “just fl y in” logistics sorted. 
£700 p.w. www.lachaumine.co.uk, 
07802-217 855.


